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Transformational technologies  
available for your network.

Recent global events have accelerated organizations’ 
digital transformation initiatives, with more 
networking, business communications and security 
solutions being delivered via virtualization and the 
cloud. Software has become largely disassociated 
from hardware and is now a fundamental building 
block of a future-ready network that is ready and able 
to scale and expand. As organizations increasingly 
adopt software as a solution, managing numerous 
vendors, solutions and licenses can quickly become 
cumbersome and problematic.

Software and Subscription Services offers customers a 
comprehensive portfolio of third-party software and cloud-
based services that can be conveniently procured from 
Verizon. These industry-leading solutions and services have 
been carefully curated to help enable organizations of every 
type to achieve their business and transformational goals.

A one stop shop for innovative solutions

As a trusted innovation partner to organizations across the 
globe, Verizon helps organizations streamline network 
operations and architecture through a broad catalog of vendor 
technologies from recognized leaders and innovators in the 
industry. 
 
Verizon can serve as a single partner across multiple 
technologies, enabling you to:

• Help maintain constant alignment with industry trends and 
market shifts

• Simplify sourcing and management of third-party 
subscriptions

• Use Verizon as a logical sole source for procurement  
and upgrades

The portfolio is continually enhanced and expanded to bring 
additional solution offerings.

Access a broad vendor portfolio of technology from 
industry leaders and innovators

Business communications: Technologies 
and services to help employees and partners 
communicate and collaborate more effectively in  
the office, remotely and on the go. Solutions for:

• Contact center

• IP Voice

• Unified communications and collaborations 

Global networks: Software technologies that  
help you respond to opportunities and transform  
your customer experience virtually wherever 
business takes you. Solutions for: 

• Software defined networking

• Application performance management

• WAN visibility and performance

Security: A broad selection of security technology 
solutions help you develop and maintain a strong 
security posture, and protect your business from the 
threats most likely to impact it. Solutions for:

• Risk detection and response

• Network threat analytics

• Cloud security

Learn more:

To learn more, contact your Verizon representative.
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